Rory Duff September 2021 newsletter

Hi to you all
If I thought things were picking up speed in July, they seem slow now in comparison to August. Even
towards the end of this month, I am finding the energies are getting stronger and the changes are
happening faster. Just as Pam Gregory and her wonderful astrological forecasts are showing, we are
right in the middle of some of the greatest winds of change this World has ever seen. The old
systems are being dismantled and the green shoots for new ways of living are beginning to emerge.
If we can recognise the importance of each of our individual differences and find a common reason
for us all to come together, we will soon be living in far more harmonious ways.
To do this though, we must decide to focus our intentions, and attentions, in a positive way on new
activities.
In this newsletter I want to write about one new activity that some people have already begun, one
that some people are thinking of starting and one that some of you might like to get involved with.
This activity will not be easy, but it will be rewarding.
We must take time to occasional rest though. September and October will bring stronger energy
levels and we will need to go with the flow. There will be times when you will feel drained – just do

less on those days and just consider that your mind and body is just transitioning into the new
energetic environment. At other times you will feel full of vigour and on these day you will achieve
more. We can be patient here as we are all going to be given enough time to adjust as long as we
take time to connect with these energies through meditation.
What will help is to do this in groups and it is time here to mention now that the next harmony time
midday group gathering will be on the 21st September. Oliver’s castle is going to be just one of many
sites where people will be gathering all around the World. The map below has a blue circle on where
the 5th order node can be found in Wiltshire in the UK. Wherever you are in the World though, if
you cannot make it on the 21st, the harmony time will be 12 days long this time. Meditating on your
own or in groups at any time during these days, on any symmetrical earth energy node, will be very
empowering.

If I was asked what the theme for this newsletter might be, I would say it is about
preparation. That word really has a time aspect to it so this newsletter will aim to do a little
bit of looking ahead as well.
In the Earth energy section we take a closer look at one of the less well known type 4
alignments in the UK and another 5th order node. These really are good places for future
meditations and gatherings. The one I write about here is somewhere I visited only a few
days ago whilst running an Energy awareness course. Included in this section is an updated
map of the type 4 alignments in the South of the UK that shows some of the other 5th order
nodes that I have become aware of. I have no doubt though that some of you will go on to
find even more of these types of nodes along these alignments.
Still part of the Earth energy section in this newsletter, I have information on another very
special site in Tennessee in the USA. There is a short and truly wonderfully written

description about this place that was done after a recent visit made to the site by Tania S.
You may remember Tania and her brilliant description of her visit to the Happy Jack node
out in the middle of the Arizona desert in the December 2020 newsletter.
I have added here a map that shows some extra detail on which States in the USA the
Emperor dragons cross through. On that note, I hope to have a much fuller map of all the 4 th
order nodes I’ve found in the states so far on the new interactive website that is being
scoped out at the moment. There are over 100 of these nodes that have been rediscovered
so far and I am sure there will be more to come.
In the science section I provide some of the latest information on what has been happening
to our Sun’s magnetic field and how that is bringing change that we must prepare for.
I take a look at information coming from the probes put up by the European Space agency
and the recent lack of information on the state of our own magnetic field and I ask why. For
one answer, we take a look at some information that comes from a scientific paper that was
written back in 2018 that really begins to shed light on a massive cover up.
In the books and social media section I put forward some serious questions for you to
consider where you can perhaps do some more targeted searching yourself for answers that
will be relevant for you.
In the ‘Other’ section I have had to add a short update on what the talented Mr John Dee
has been discovering and I have outlined three problems and one solution that we need to
know about, prepare for and tell other people about.
These are presented as three short articles which will be easy for people to read through
and make any decisions they wish to. This can be sent out either electronically or printed
out and handed to your neighbours.
To start with though, I would wish to begin with the image at the start of this newsletter and
what you can see in it.
It began with a dream
This building started with a dream – a dream that there was somewhere on Earth where no
nation could claim as their own, where people could live freely in peace and harmony,
where children could learn and grow without losing contact with their souls.
In the words of the dreamer - “A universal town where men and women of all countries are
able to live in peace and progressive harmony, above all creeds, all politics and all
nationalities with a purpose to realise human unity.”

The dream began to turn into reality in 1968. A large area of land was bought and plans
were put in place to develop a monument to show what humanity could achieve when
aligned and in harmony with the divine consciousness. People from many nations came here
to create a new city dedicated to international understanding and planetary transformation.
At the centre a large flattened geodesic dome with gold discs was designed – a pavilion of
truth and love. It was placed at the centre, an area called the Crown and around it 12 roads
radiated outwards leading to the rest of the land. The roads were even called the ‘lines of
force’.
Inside there is a spiral walk way leading up to a central chamber for meditation. In the
middle is a water feature designed to look like reflections on a Lotus pond. The sound of
trickling water runs down to a small pool in the middle. There, one of the most perfect
crystal balls ever made, sits surrounded by that water.
A round hole at the top of the dome lets light from the Sun shine down on to the crystal at
certain times of the year. At other times light enters it from all around the edge of the
chamber through well positioned openings. It is said that one can easily experience peace
and joy whilst in meditation here.
The image at the beginning of this newsletter was taken by the photographer Arjoon
Manohar (https://arjoonmanohar.com/). Please do look at his website if you would like to
see more of his work.
The golden building is called the Matrimandir and it can be found in the city of Auroville
which is just to the North of Puducherry in the Tamil Nadu province of South East India.

As I have begun this newsletter with this information, you might think that this was just
some positive information I wanted you to know about in case you might not have come

across this place. You might even have thought that I wanted to write about this place and
its dream as something mankind can still strive towards.
However this is not quite the case. I have a background in coaching and the very essence of
this activity is about change. If there is not improvement in performance the coaching has
failed.
We must recognise in coaching that we can never reach total excellence – that is impossible.
Mistakes are always made and always present. Coaching is about striving for perfection,
knowing there are always going to be ways one can improve. It is all about what we can
learn from our mistakes so we can become better next time. Good coaches do not tell you
what to do at all. Instead they ask open questions to help you find the answers yourself –
from within you.
By looking at this building and at how the community grew up around it, we can learn much
in regards to how we can improve. Yes there were many things they did well and these
should be kept, but there are always mistakes and these should be identified so that
improvements can be made next time around.
I absolutely support the idea, the dream and the motivation to take action to start this
community. It was a wonderful human endeavour, but we need to look for the lessons that
can be learned.
This city is still functioning today, albeit not perhaps in the way that might have been
expected or initially desired. Did the dream fail then?
People who visit the place come away with mixed feelings today. They talk about the feeling
of control and the seriousness they experienced as well as the peacefulness within the
central chamber.
So why is this? What can be learnt?
The very fact that there is just one place like this in the World shows us that the concept has
just not caught on. In its own descriptions, it was an experiment to show what was possible
but experiments have to be followed up with improvements and this has not happened.
It has not made a difference to the World, just to the people who live there. Yes there were
people from many nations who went there to live but they were all introduced to one
philosophy – a form of yoga called integral yoga.
There is nothing wrong with this form of yoga though but having one way of thinking is not

being inclusive and this is now being felt with visitor experiences.
Time and money was also spent on creating a remarkable monument but with so much
meticulous planning based on the artistic designs of a few people it left no room for natural
development and the flow of ideas from those living in the community to be incorporated
into it all. Groups of people working synchronously together will create living & lasting
communities; whereas sticking to the plans of a few people, even just in the early stages,
will only create superstructures and lifeless cities that fail to replicate.
If it had been a successful model we would find spin off communities popping up all around
the World. The truth was that it took a few people, and UN grants, with large donations of
money to begin this project and this is just not always easily available. This was almost
certainly a major stumbling block to other similar places springing up around the World.
What is needed are large numbers of people living locally to begin a venture with just small
donations. For that to happen though there needs to be some motivation. Something has to
happen, or be about to happen, for people to realise they will need to do this.
We do not need any large area of land, nor do we need an expensive building to start a
community, we just need people to come together first on a very special small area of land.
We should not be trying to create a single identity for the future of humanity, we should be
embracing our cultural and physical differences.
It was absolutely right to start a project like Auroville as an experiment to see what
humanity can learn but it is absolutely wrong to build upon this learning by creating similar
large centralised communities in the same way.
What we need now are many interdependent, multi-faith communities all working together
in a decentralised way in countries all around the World.
These small groups will begin to attract more like minded local people and through
meditation on these energies, the synchronicity will begin. Ideas will emerge within the
group and actions relevant to the group will be taken. It is in this way that the new
communities will come together and progress as we move into group consciousness.
If I can help here, in any one way, it will be to find these naturally special sacred places and
to help people gather around them in group prayer and meditation. (I will cover this more in
future newsletters but your help by requesting sacred site searches will help greatly. I will be
starting these again in October, having now cleared a huge backlog of requests earlier this
year.)

Earth energies
Where these sacred sites can be found does take time to establish. For those who are
unaware of these searches, you need to start by finding the nearest 4 th order node (two
pairs of type 4 lines crossing over there) and then see how this connects to the nearest
Emperor Dragon (type 5 alignment).
You then may well need to find the nearest 5th order node (One type 4 alignment where
both its type 4 energy lines cross over) and if that is still more than an hour away, nearer
smaller nodes need to be found and this includes establishing how these connect to the
energetic network.
Currently my mapping of the type 4 alignments that cross the USA is only about half
complete. My mapping of France, Holland, Belgium, Denmark, Switzerland and parts of
Germany is nearly complete. More work is needed in Spain Portugal and much of Italy still
has to be mapped. I have not even begun work on the Eastern European countries. Some of
New Zealand and Australia has been done but the rest of the World has hardly been looked
at aside from establishing where the type 5 lines are located.
To give you more of an idea of where this is heading, the aim is to have an interactive
website that shows everyone where their nearest node can be found. If anyone is then
interested in going there and joining in with an arranged group meditation, it will be
possible to sign in and find out more about their local site and to message your interest to a
facilitator who is arranging times and dates for meditations at that site.
What you can see below is what you might initially see for your country. The black lines are
the type 4 alignments (Leys/Leylines). Each of these has a pair of type 4 energy lines running
along its length that cross over from time to time. The red dots are the 4 th order nodes. The
black dots are the 5th order nodes. There will be more of these on some of these lines as
more mapping is needed. There are many other energy alignments (Type 3,2 &1 leys) that
cross this area and where these cross can also be powerful sacred sites. These ones were
chosen because these energies are far rarer as you can see by the space between them. It is
as well to also know that sacredness is not just a function of location but also human
consciousness at that location so many people gathering at any node over time, will imbue a
very special sanctity at that site.

I would wish to also point out here that the well-known St Michael alignment with the St
Michael and St Mary type 4 energy lines, found running up from Cornwall, through
Glastonbury and Royston, was initially surmised by John Michel and then established and
found by Hamish Miller and Paul Broadhurst which they wrote about in their book The Sun
and the Serpent. The black dots on this line were all found by them and include sites like
Oliver’s castle, The Avebury stone circle complex (I am including here the Windmill hill node
& the Sanctuary node) & Sinodun hill.
On the new website, if you were interested in knowing more about the area where you live
and, for example, if you lived near Forest Row in Sussex, you would be able to click on to a
smaller scale map.
That example is now shown below. Here you can see a red line representing a type 4
alignment that runs from the Isle of Wight (bottom left) up to the county of Kent (top right).
The red buttons indicate where the 5th order nodes can be found. Aside from the pair of
type 4 energy lines crossing at these locations, many other pairs of type 3,2 & 1 lines also
cross at these places.

The yellow dots are sites of interest near to this alignment. Bramber node is fully functional
but not on the alignment. The area of High rocks could become a 5th order node. Clapham
wood is an area that needs further attention and the bottom left marker is where the two
energy lines pass through the Witterings on the coast.
It is important to add here that there are many other locations in this area that are excellent
energetic sites for group meditation. At the moment, we are just working on the helping to
identify the sites on the rarer energy lines.
I first came across this alignment nearly 14 years ago and measured its movement at a site
to the East of Tonbridge Wells. Subsequent visits at various places established its direction
but back then I was not looking for 5th order nodes. Over recent years and having done
several sacred site searches in the counties of Sussex and Kent, it has allowed me to find
some of the more relevant ones.

If we follow the same journey of looking for a nearby sacred site, a person from Forest Row
would recognise that their nearest 5th order node was now on the Ashdown Ridge. A click
later and they would find a way to message a facilitator who would be arranging days and
days and times for meditations at this site. The facilitator would then message you
directions and times to meet at the node.
Anyone would be able to become a facilitator and to put up their details on a location where
they would like to run group meditations. If it was an unknown site, it would have to, at
some point, be verified as being either a symmetrical node or a large vortex.

One of the reasons I decided to write about this particular alignment in this newsletter was
because I was there last Sunday.
I was kindly asked if I would run a one day dowsing training course in the area by two lovely
ladies - Mandi C. & Chloe J. who both did one of my dowsing courses in Bath earlier this
year. A few weeks after they did the course they made contact again to say that they had
several friends who lived near Forest Row who would love to do a training course up in that
area if I could arrange one.
I have held ‘Awareness and Dowsing’ days in only few places in the past and am happy to do
so in the future but, because I am trying to be guided by synchronicity, I wondered if I might
get any indication that this might be something I should go ahead with.
Organising these days are also not done without some considerable planning. Remote
dowsing of the area has to be done first to see what energy lines are in the area and
whether it is possible to train people there. (If an area is too energetically complex, it is too
hard for newcomers to learn anything easily). In addition to that, I needed to visit the
location the day before to do onsite mapping to fine tune the energy line maps I had already
made. With the differences in scale is is easy to sometimes be a few meters out.
As it was, completely independently, one day after I had been asked if I could do the training
day, another lovely lady - Emma G. made contact with me to ask if I could check an area of
land for her. The land happened to be only about a kilometre from Forest Row. This would
have meant looking at how the energy there connected to the main type 4 energy line
network – something I would have to also do to run the training day, so I now had the
synchronicity to go forward with it all.
Sunday 29th August saw the Forest open up its energies to 16 of us with warm sunny
weather with a rather soothing cool breezy wind.
What I really love about these days is that the people who seem to want to come along are
always some of the nicest people you could ever hope to meet. Thank you to everyone for
making it such a successful day. The group meditation on the 5th order node at the end of
the day was truly special.

The Forest Row group together in the Ashdown forest

Sacred site visits
If you have read my December newsletter you will have no doubt read about the Happy Jack node in
the middle of the desert in Arizona and the compelling tale of a lovely lady called Tania who visited
the very remote location and found the remains of an ancient sacred site.
https://roryduff.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/December-2020-Newsletter-3.pdf
Well I am delighted to now be able to share with you another of her journeys but this time to a
couple of sites – one in North Carolina and the other in Tennessee. These are not remote or
unknown but they wonderfully show just how people can make a difference to a sacred site.
I have added two maps here for those of you who do not know the area.

The above aerial image shows the two locations. One is the Nikwasi mound, NC and the other is the
Chota Cherokee memorial node near Vonore, TN. The red line represents a type 4 alignment (two
type 4 energy lines) and the pink line represents a type 2 alignment (two type 2 energy lines). There
are many other type 3, 2 & 1 lines but I was not mapping these. I mapped the type 2 alignment
shown as this one connects to the North East at a node with one of the type 5 Emperor Dragons that
cross the USA.

The above image shows just short segments of the alignments I have just shown earlier on a larger
scale map of the USA. The two yellow lines are the type 5 Emperor Dragons. I have not publicly
shown this map before as it is the one I am working on in regards to mapping all the type 4
alignments and their intersections. You may wonder about the straightness of these alignments. At
this scale you need to take into account the curvature of the Earth as well as a very slight sinousoidal
direction that is found with lines at this scale.
Tania wrote to me saying she was spending some time in this area and asked if there were any sites
there she could visit. I had only just finished doing some remote work there for a sacred site search
so it seemed appropriate to mention these two locations to her.
When she had some time, she visited both places. The following is her account. The two images you
will see are one she took with her camera.
“I wanted to give you another update as I have been able to visit 2 of the nodes here in NC that you
shared with me before I moved out here. So far I have been able to visit Nikwasi Mound and Chota
Cherokee Memorial node.

Nikwasi Mound as described online is literally in the middle of the town of Franklin. I came down
Hwy. 64 from Highland to Franklin which is a spectacular descent along a river gorge which plunges
to a breathtaking 150 ft waterfall.
It's a narrow, windy and mountainous road with steep rock faces on one side and the gorge dropping
off on the other. The temperate rainforest is thick with the mist of the waterfall. Honestly I was
transported back to Kauai!! It felt more like navigating a remote road on a Hawaiian island that it
did driving in North Carolina.
From the bottom of the gorge the river meanders about 2 miles to what would have been the old
Cherokee village, but is now Franklin. It is easy to see the attraction of that location and the power
that once must have been imbued in that area.
It is no surprise why one of their most sacred ceremonial sites was here, where they burned the
eternal flame for the Cherokee's most Sacred Spirits, at the foot of such a magnificent and awe
inspiring example of Mother Nature's raw power and beauty.
Sadly today the mound is surrounded by busy main thoroughfares, paved parking lots and a business
park. All that remains to indicate the energetic significance of this sight are a series of small
informational plaques faded and warped by the sun.
I walked around the mound and paid my respects with sage burning and prayers for any spirit that
still remained. I meditated and opened myself to feel anything that was still there but it felt empty. I
felt nothing. Perhaps the only thing I did feel was an overpowering sense of sadness for the

disrespect and intrusion of the white man's ways on this holy site.
Maybe it was the deafening roar of massive trucks as they blew past minute after minute with
absolutely no awareness of what they were passing that closed me off. Whatever it was, any power
that was here I feel has largely left, or perhaps is dormant... bogged down with power lines, pollution
and ignorance. Waiting patiently for this next great awakening, the next window in human history to
awaken and empower this area and her new inhabitants.
I left without incident, nothing really to convey.
Chota Memorial, Vonore TN.

On a lighter note, the node at Chota Memorial is another story! This node is relatively off the beaten
track in a northern area of the Smoky Mountains on the Tennessee side. The closest and only town is
Vonore which is little more than a bakery, grocery store and gas station.
The surrounding area here is also stunning. Deep thick forest and winding rivers, cold creeks and
lakes. The memorial/ node is located off a dead end road, on a spit of land that juts out into the
Little Tennessee River. There were no signs, nor markers when you arrived to the end of the road, so
once again GPS has been a good friend :-).
I parked the truck and proceeded on foot. There was a wide and grassy trail that led from the cul de
sac towards the memorial so I assumed this was the way. The trail was well groomed, it appeared
someone had mown it at some point not long before my arrival.
As I progressed farther down the trail and away from my vehicle I could definitely perceive a shift in
the surrounding energy. In a familiar sensation the air around me seemed to become denser. There

is a slight increase in the pressure in my head, and it feels as though someone or something is very
gently tightening a cloth band wrapped around my temples and the back of my skull. I walk farther
and can see the trail opens up into a clearing ahead.
When I reached the clearing approximately 1/4 mile from where I left the truck, I am instantly struck
by the scene before me. The grassy clearing is lined by large mimosa trees in bloom at the river's
edge. The sun is sparkling off the water and illuminating the bright pink and yellow blossoms. In the
center of the clearing is a circle of stone pillars and in the center of that a ceremonial altar.
The energy is palpable and time seems to have slowed down. The air is thick and humid, the sun is
hot. I remove my sandals at the entrance and light my sage. I walk barefoot clockwise in prayer,
paying respects and asking for permission from the ancestors to visit this powerful place. All feels
well so I proceed.
When I reached 6'clock on the circle or 180 degrees I can see the facing side of the stone pillars. Each
pillar is dedicated to one of the Clans of the Cherokee of the Little Tennessee Valley, 8 in total; Deer
Clan, Wild Potato Clan, Wolf Clan, Paint Clan, Bird Clan, Long Hair Clan and Blue Clan. They are all
facing south but also angled inwards, focused to a central point- a head stone for Oconastota, Great
Warrior of the Cherokee 1710-1783. I was intrigued when I noticed this and the message was clear,
all Clans were facing Oconastota in respect.
I sat at the edge of the grass outside of the circle inline but well back from Oconastota's head stone,
facing the Clan stones to meditate and pray. When I closed my eyes and centered myself the energy
increased. I could feel an intense sense of power and pride that permeated this space, matched by
the intensity of the sun.
Time still seemed to be moving in slow motion and I'm not sure how long actually elapsed. When I
opened my eyes again I squinted against the late afternoon rays and I was sweating. The mimosa
blossoms were pink and pretty, the river still sparkling, the air heavy and still, but something had
shifted. I stood up and paid my final respects and backed away down the trail.
During meditation I got the distinct understanding this area is indeed very, very active in many ways
which are beyond my ability to determine. A sensation totally absent from Nikwasi Mound in
contrast. Just being there elicited automatic actions of respect and reverence, as if guided to right
action no thought needed.
I do not know Oconastota's story but he was obviously of great stature and was highly respected
amongst all the Clans of the Little Tennessee Valley. I also do not know if that is his actual burial site,
or a memorial only.
I am curious if this has always been a node, or a recent development? The Cherokee obviously knew
of the power here, and I have no doubt it is a symbiotic relationship between the power of their
ceremony here and the occurrence of a node in this location.
Many Blessings ~
Tania S.

There are just a couple of things I would like to add to Tania’s report here and one is to mention that
Tania was spot on with her intuition making her curious about the node at the Chota monument.
Nikwasi mound is a place that can be turned around by the locals should they wish to start
ceremonies there again and possibly alter the traffic flow in some way to make it a more peaceful
site.
In regards to the Chota Cherokee memorial site, when I was looking for a strong node in that area, I
dowsed that in the past, it used to be close to where it can be found now. That previous site though
is now underwater. A nearby dam had lifted the water level up over the old sacred site and I suspect
that, when they put the memorial site so close, the energies and the node either moved to the new
location of their own accord (perhaps because of the people praying at the memorial), or possibly,
some of the local shaman today knew about the old sacred site and had shifted the node to its
current location. That Tania mentioned that the grass had been recently cut, might well mean that
groups of people still regularly go there for prayer and ceremony.
I just know that if we had groups of people meditating on sites like this all around the World, at the
same time on the harmony days, this World would begin to have a lot less problems for people living
on it.
(For those of you who have already started doing my online group discussion meetings, there is a line
in what Tania has written that should really stand out for you. I will ask you what you think this is at
our next meeting.)
If you have not read Tania’s wonderful account of her trip to the Happy Jack node, you can find it
here in this December 2020 newsletter
https://roryduff.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/December-2020-Newsletter-3.pdf

Science
The World is facing some massive problems right now and mainstream science, the politicians and
their media seem to be refusing to acknowledge them and certainly do not seem to want to talk
about them.
When their scientists, or the mainstream scientists, do discuss their observations, they do so in
isolation and not make any connections to any other related scientific areas when they know the
connection is obvious. They do so for good reason though as they know they are not the
acknowledged experts in those related subjects. This leaves us all in a dilemma though. Nature does
not divide itself into different scientific disciplines – all science is interrelated within nature.
Unfortunately we are not going to find any one government paid mainstream scientist speaking for
all the others on the whole nature of the problem we face.
When you do put all the related observations together though, a startling fact becomes very
obvious.

Before we take a look at this fact that sits in front of us, there are three statements that need to be
stated first and these are the following:1. Our Solar system is approaching the Galactic current sheet – something it does roughly every
12000 years. This is denied by scientists who are stuck in the old paradigm of thinking. Despite
billions of investment to try and support that fast failing relativity theory and their (sub) standard
model of the Sun, they have continually failed to find any evidence for dark matter. The good
news is that Plasma cosmology and the Electric sun model is explaining the observations and
together with the data from the Voyager 1 space probe – we can be certain we are approaching
the galactic current sheet (GCS) and its effects. One of the main effects of this GCS is that it is
bring changes to our Sun’s and our Earth’s magnetic field strength.
2. The Sun’s magnetic field strength is dropping.
3. The Earth’s magnetic field strength is dropping.
The following information begins to show and support these three statements.
Our magnetic poles are moving and moving faster than before and this happens when our magnetic
field strength starts to decline. The North and South magnetic pole start to move towards each
other.
They will either meet, and a full reversal will then take place, or they will reach a certain point and
then return, in which case the whole episode is just called a magnetic excursion.
The graph below shows how fast the magnetic North pole moves in km per year since 1590AD to
2010AD. This increase in speed has a positive correlation with our decreasing magnetic field. You can
easily see the increase in speed since the 1980’s.

Studies of the Sun show that its magnetic field has been become weaker too
Recent observations have shown an unusual pattern of magnetic-field reversal at the Sun’s poles
during solar cycle 24. The Sun’s Southern hemisphere reversed its polarity in mid-2013. On the other
hand, the Northern hemisphere commenced its field-reversal in 2012, followed by a sustained
period of near-zero field strength for 2.5 years, until late 2014, before it finally reversed polarity.

It is easy to see the strength of the Sun’s magnetic field dropping in the above graph. (The dotted
red line shows the trend).

The huge size of the Sun’s magnetic field provides the Earth huge protection against cosmic rays. As
this magnetic field is reducing, this means our protection is now also reducing.
It is well-known that a weaker solar magnetic field causes an increase in the cosmic ray flux at Earth.
For more information on this click on this link.
https://science.thewire.in/the-sciences/solar-magnetic-field-sunspots-solar-cycle-25-maunderminimum/

The European space agency and the Earth’s falling magnetic field
Swarm is a European Space Agency (ESA) and its mission is to study the Earth's magnetic field.
https://www.esa.int/Applications/Observing_the_Earth/Swarm/Swarm_probes_weakening_of_Eart
h_s_magnetic_field

The following, now out of date (2014), information comes from the above link. I have added them
here to show you that these observations are known about and have been known about for some
time. In other words these specialist scientists are fully aware of the declining Earth’s magnetic field.
“Over the last 200 years, the magnetic field has lost around 9% of its strength on a global average.
From 1970 to 2020, the minimum field strength in this area has dropped from around 24 000
nanoteslas to 22 000, while at the same time the area of the anomaly has grown and moved
westward at a pace of around 20 km per year. Over the past five years, a second centre of minimum
intensity has emerged southwest of Africa – indicating that the South Atlantic Anomaly could split up
into two separate cells.”
More recent evidence for the weakening magnetic field can be found in this article ‘Earth's Magnetic
Field Is Weakening 10 Times Faster Now’ by Kelly Dickerson in July 2014
“Earth's magnetic field, which protects the planet from huge blasts of deadly solar radiation, has
been weakening over the past six months, according to data collected by a European Space Agency
(ESA) satellite array called Swarm.”
“The biggest weak spots in the magnetic field — which extends 370,000 miles (600,000 kilometers)
above the planet's surface — have sprung up over the Western Hemisphere, while the field has
strengthened over areas like the southern Indian Ocean, according to the magnetometers on board
the Swarm satellites — three separate satellites floating in tandem.
A link to the article can be found here - https://www.livescience.com/46694-magnetic-fieldweakens.html
You may have noticed that there is not very much up to date information on the current state of the
magnetic field.
The big question here is why?
There appears to be some evidence for a cover up here. Someone, or some group of people, do not
want you to know about our decreasing magnetic field.
The following includes some evidence for this cover up. NASA is clearly trying to obscure the truth
about the lowering magnetic field and its effect on the climate. They are being nicely debunked by
Ben Davidson from Suspicious observers in this short 7 min video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K08PuUPnINk&t=0s

A Big clue
A big clue as to why the mainstream is trying so desperately to cover up our declining magnetic field
comes from the following article in 2018.

This article clearly links our decreasing Earth’s protection with a major growing problem which has
since gone unmentioned for reasons you will come to understand.
It is titled ‘Long-term association between the intensity of cosmic rays and mortality rates in the
city of Sao Paulo’ (Thank you Lucy W. for bringing scientific paper to my attention.)
The article was written by C L Z Vieira et al. and published in Environmental Research letters
A link to the article can be found here :Environmental Research Letters, Volume 13, Number 2 - C L Z Vieira et al 2018 Environ. Res.
Lett. 13 024009 © 2018 IOP Publishing Ltd

The team analysed the local secondary Galactic Cosmic ray induced ionization and mortality rates in
the city of Sao Paulo, Brazil, between 1951–2012.
The results showed a significant correlation with total mortality, infectious disease mortality,
maternal mortality, and perinatal mortality rates (p < 0.001) with this radiation.
The abstract at the start of the paper also mentions that Galactic cosmic rays are the main source of
ionizing radiation and their secondary products (Gamma rays) can penetrate the ground and
underground layers and that they are modulated by solar activity and latitudinal geomagnetic field
distribution.
Their following conclusion does not make for nice reading but it does go down here as being the first
evidence ever to show this correlation.
Conclusion
Our results are the first evidence in the literature that local secondary Galactic Cosmic Ray may
affect mortality rates. The association between higher GCR fluxes with Earth’s mass extinctions has
been described in the literature, but the impact of continuous human exposure to low level cosmic
radiation background is still unclear.
In addition, CR may be an agent that naturally induces genetic mutations in nature, promoting a
slow evolution of all species on Earth, including microorganisms and humans.
Future survival analysis and experimental studies are fundamental to clarify how GCRs may affect
human health, and these results will collaborate with preventive health models and programs to
control unexpected increases of mortality rates in susceptible individuals due to higher peaks of
GCRs on Earth.
The links below will take you to the full paper.
Link here https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aaa27a
Full pdf https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aaa27a/pdf

The Bombshell moment - This was done before 2019 !!!
It is now we can begin to see just how much of a bombshell moment this is and why no one is talking
about this anymore.
Our decreasing magnetic fields and the increase in cosmic rays and their secondary product of
gamma ray radiation is the canary in the coal mine.
You see radiation like this causes lung inflammation, breathing difficulties, a loss of vital oxygen
getting to the inner organs and early death.
Since 2018 we have moved into the Civod era where we now have a respiratory system vuris that is
being blamed for lung inflammation, breathing difficulties, a loss of vital oxygen getting to the inner
organs and early death.
Now, I am quite sure that the vuris does cause people similar problems – especially in the elderly
and in vulnerable and immune suppressed people. However the sporadic nature of the excess
deaths found in certain parts of the World – and the extreme levels of excess deaths found in Brazil
which sits over a magnetic low anomaly – for more on that read the science section of my March
2021 newsletter https://roryduff.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/March-2021-Rory-DuffNewsletter-for-site.pdf

So if the whole World had been alerted to this gamma ray radiation problem, how do you think the
idea of a viccane would have been received?
Aside from the radiation problem, there is one other major issue related to the declining magnetic
field of the Earth.
It is such a big problem that it cannot be ignored but it is understated. I cover that next.

Solar storms
The University of Michigan has been given grants to improve the forecasting for solar storms. The
article in the link below certainly outlines the damage they can do to the Earth Electrical systems but
completely fails to mention the fact that now the magnetic fields are lower, the more frequent
smaller storms will also do more damage.
https://news.umich.edu/more-than-5m-to-improve-solar-storm-forecasts/
Just in case you would like to read another scientific article that show how our geomagnetic field
protects Earth from the solar wind and cosmic rays – here is one titled ‘How the geomagnetic field
influences life on earth – an integrated approach to geomagnetobiology’ – Astrobiology August
2021. The link is here
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11084-021-09612-5

This article states that “although the field is constant, it does undergo changes, some of which, e.g. a
reversal of the poles, weaken the field significantly or even lead to its short-term disappearance. This
may result in considerable climatic changes and an increased frequency of mutations caused by the
solar wind and cosmic radiation.”
It is perhaps worth having a timely reminder of just how Cosmic rays produce these damaging
Gamma Rays.
The following information comes from this link - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gamma_ray
The Earth’s magnetosphere (The Earth’s magnetic field) protects life from most types of lethal,
cosmic gamma radiation.
High energy gamma rays are produced when cosmic rays collide with ordinary matter.
Gamma rays are ionising radiation and are thus biologically hazardous. Due to their high penetration
power, they can damage bone marrow and internal organs.

Summary
In summary therefore, when you combine the fact that we are approaching the galactic current
sheet with the fact that our Sun’s and our Earth’s magnetic fields are falling, we have to conclude we
are going to get more cosmic rays, more gamma ray radiation and the increased likelihood that half
of the Worlds global electric grid will be taken down by an Earth facing solar flare.
You can almost hear some of the more corrupt, selfish and greedy World leaders saying “Well we
cannot save everyone. We might as well save ourselves.”
I am far more confident however that we can save everyone.
It is not nature’s way to not give us a choice. There will be a way we can survive but first we must
come together.
For more about that please read what I write in the ‘Other’ section of this newsletter.

Social Media & Books
In this section, in this newsletter, I wish to do something different. Whereas before I have suggested
what you might like to watch, in this section and in the books section, I am going to put some
questions to you so you can search and be drawn to watching videos that appeal personally to you.
We must consider here the impact of an Earth facing solar flare taking out our Electrical grids. They
will eventually get repaired. The side of the World not hit by the flare, because it was night time, will
be able to help the rest of the World with repairs, but it will take a few months.

In other words , we are going need to prepare for 2-3 months without electricity. By using the word
‘We’, I am now referring just to you and only the people that live locally around you.
Remember there will be no cars or trucks working, no water being pumped into your home, no
supplies being delivered to you or the local shops. No heat, no gas, no TV, no internet, no phones.
After a while there would be no food for you, your pets, your children, no medication, no emergency
services.
There will also be no centrally coordinated help from local or central government. They may as well
not exist so we cannot rely upon them at all.
This may all sound horrific but this need not be the case. If we can get enough capable people in our
local area to prepare for this in advance, all will be well. It may not be nice, but we will survive.
Here is a list of questions you may want to consider:What can you personally do?
What skills can you bring to a local community without electricity?
What skills might you still need to learn or get better at?
Much of the information you need can be found online by watching short videos. The problem being
is that this resource will not be available after the grid has gone down.
So, what videos do you need to watch now – before an event like this?
You may want to make a list. You may even need to consider buying a few extra things too so the
next questions is:- What tools & stock do you need to buy?
To give you an example of something I bought recently it was a suturing practice kit called TrueSkin
www.trueskinsuturekit.com. The site has videos to show how to put stitches in to close large
wounds. It came with real scalpels and sutures and a rubber texture skin pad to practice on.
Hospitals and surgeries may not be open and if you get seriously cut trying to do something you are
not used to – like cutting wood for a fire – you are going to need to know how to stitch up a wound –
if not yours – someone else’s.

Books
The same situation that confronts us can now be applied to books. What types of books would you
need to buy? Possibly some ‘How to…’ books on foraging for herbs, or mushrooms. Perhaps a book
on how to tie knots. How to cook on open fires might be important?
There will be a huge gap in entertainment for both Adults and youngsters so what novels would you

read for yourself and read to others?
Think now how unfortunate it might be if everyone did similar things. With some communication
beforehand a community can cover all areas and eventualities.
At this point, as you are someone who has subscribed to this newsletter, someone who is kindly
taking their time to read it, you will be sufficiently informed to realise something needs to be done.
However, how are you going to be able to tell everyone who lives near to you all this information.
To be honest it is a lot to take in and not many people will be able to cope with it all. You might also
find it hard to convince people to do anything different.
To help you to at least to give your neighbours and friends a chance though, I have created three
short pieces of information at the end of the ‘Other news’ section. You might like to print out each
one of these three and get some copies made.
Other news this month
This last month, I had some slightly sad news to report. I have been helping to run the Bristol
dowsers group meetings for the last 8 years and now, due increasing time constraints and the
nudging I have been getting to go down a different path, I had to tell the group that I was going to be
unable to attend their meetings anymore and that I would have to leave them all at end of the year.
It has been an amazing journey with an incredibly experienced, kind and knowledgeable group of
people. I know that I will still see many of them at the group meditations and gatherings and there
will be future online meetings we will do together, but it is yet another example that we must all
move on in life and follow the flow of where we are being guided.
I also see it as a sign of the changing times. The days when many people traveled for miles to come
together to sit and listen to a speaker who had also traveled many miles to get to the same meeting,
seem now to be a little out of date. Towards the end of my time with the group, I had begun to
realise just how much more successful the meetings were when we gathered to discuss subjects as a
group rather than listen to one person. On these occasions individual experience would shine and
the conversations between everyone were so much more insightful.
It was this that helped me come to realise that group discussions was what people need right now.
Sharing their knowledge and experience and gaining similar back from other people in the group is
incredibly stimulating and you don’t need to travel to do this with the technology we have now.
I run small online discussion groups with people from all around the World now. It is in its embryonic
stages right now but the growing framework for this that is emerging is going support people
wishing to build groups around local sacred sites.
The Bristol group will continue and more, smaller groups will begin which will not mean there is no
longer going to be the need for anyone to travel long distances to regular meetings. The aim should

not be to have large numbers of people attend one meeting, it should be for many more smaller
groups to have smaller meetings. This is actually the same for group meditation. We do not need
hundreds of people travelling for many miles and gathering at one site, instead we need thousands
of smaller groups of 12 people gathering around a sacred site and others perhaps waiting to do so at
a slightly later time.
It is with this idea now of having many smaller groups that come together to help those around
them who live locally that I would like to turn to.
When I say live locally, I am not talking about local areas that have a radius of only about a mile in
towns and cities or maybe two in the countryside. In other words easy enough to walk around or
cycle around.

Three problems – Same solution
What I would like to do now is to outline three short descriptions of three problems where each one
actually has the same solution.
Anyone reading my newsletters will know that there is a lot to take in and for someone new to it all,
they just do not have the time to read it.
I have therefore written these three descriptions for the purpose of enabling you to present the
problems to other people you know – should you wish.
For me, there is an understanding that for anyone to take any action in life, there must be some
motivation. The more intense the motivation - the faster the resulting reaction.
I just hope that these three short pieces of writing will provide some much needed motivation. You
are very welcome to copy them and print them out into three separate pages and then distribute
them in any way you feel might be appropriate.
The First problem
1. The coming World crisis that no one is talking about
Mankind was very lucky last July 2021. We escaped an early return to the dark ages.
The Problem – Almost no one is preparing for the biggest problem facing the World right now. If we
don’t prepare for it, millions will die. However, if we do, millions will survive. No, it’s not the virus
and it’s not climate change. The first problem is making people aware of this coming event & that
something can be done about it.
The Cause - To understand the cause, we need to look at the changes going on with our Sun, our
Earth and our Galaxy.
The Reality - Our Sun goes through 11 year cycles where it becomes more active & then less active.
More active means more sun spots, solar flares and coronal ejections. Within the many cycles found
in the Universe, these events vary in intensity with the larger events (X-class) being rarer but still
occurring with regularity. Large solar flares make for a much brighter Aurora at the magnetic poles
which are then seen over much wider areas. These charged particles hit our atmosphere & travel

down into our Earth’s crust and mantle. In its current 25th cycle, our Sun has become active again,
but this time it is different. Not all of its ejections hit the Earth, but when the large ones do, they
have the potential to cause huge damage. The last major X-class flare - the Carrington event - was in
1859. It took down the Telegraph system. Back then, we had little reliance on electrical grids. If that
flare hit us now, we would be without power for 2-3 months before repairs could be put in place. All
wires, transformers and any electrical equipment would either meltdown or break down. It will
mean no water, no heat, no transport, no food, no internet, no TV & no help from the emergency
services if we do not prepare in advance for this. Last month, the Sun just ejected similar sized Xclass flares. Fortunately, they were not Earth facing, but it is only a matter of time & it’s now
different from before because of two other factors – what is now happening to our Earth & Galaxy.
Our Earth - Since 1859, our magnetic field strength has reduced by 25%. Our magnetic North &
South poles are moving rapidly away from the polar regions – at an increasing rate. We are heading
for either a magnetic incursion or a complete magnetic reversal. Both have consequences but the
immediate threat is our decreasing magnetic field as this is what protects us from the charged
particles from solar ejections. It means we only have to experience a much smaller solar flare to do
the same level of damage a Carrington size event would do to us & these smaller events are much
more regular. There are some who might say the risk of this is low but we have to now factor in what
is going on in our Galaxy.
Our Galaxy - Our Sun has a Heliospheric current sheet. It is a wavy electric sheet that extends
outwards from the Sun along the solar plane. Our Earth takes 2mins to pass through it every 8-10
days and when we do, a jolt from its electric current is picked up by our observatories. Our Galaxy
has its own galactic current sheet, but it’s much larger. Our solar system takes around 200 years to
pass through it roughly every 12,000 years. As planets and stars (suns) approach this current sheet
they are affected by it. Solar flares emit charged particles but they occur in the first place because of
other charged particles reaching our Sun. Greater amounts of this lead to larger & more frequent
flares. Space probes, including Voyager 1 have recently encountered persistent plasma waves in
interstellar space and a pressure front – suggesting some changes are occurring.
(https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-021-01363-70)
(https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/abeb6a)
Other observations show us that our solar system is within the outer part of the galactic current
sheet & it is this that is reducing our magnetic field strength. Our Sun’s activity will increase & will
peak in this cycle through 2024/5. The wind speed & rotation of Venus, the number of quakes on
Mars, the magnetic field on Jupiter, the storms on Saturn have all begun to change from their norm.
Neutron counts at the Oalu observatory, Finland show increases in cosmic energy (February 2020
raw uncorrected data reached 10,000 neutrons per minute) and this is increasing gamma ray
radiation & neutrino energy reaching our Earth’s inner core. Arctic lightning has increased by 300%
with two new forms of upward lightning appearing. Geomagnetic storms are having a greater effect
than normal. We are in the midst of galactic change.
Summary - It is now an odds on chance that there will be a blast of charged particles from the Sun in
the next 5 years that will bring down all the electrical systems on the Sun facing side of the Earth for
2-3 months. Smaller flares will likely do less damage and repairs may take only a few weeks to a
month but these flares may be more frequent. We cannot stop these but we can prepare & that will
save millions of lives & severe hardship. We need to raise awareness of this problem as it is
deliberately not being discussed by the media & data has already begun to be wiped in order to
suppress this information.

Solution - There is only one solution & it has to be a local one. Only local people will be able to help
local people. We must inform local communities and get them to take ownership of this problem. It
is not just a matter of everyone having water, food, shelter, medicine and warmth, it will be about
emotional support & helping people avoid mental ill health. People show their very best at times of
catastrophe but their ability to help is greatly enhanced through early preparation. There is however
another problem we face and that is the growing division in humanity. This is addressed next. The
new theories of Plasma cosmology & the Electric universe theory outline what we face &
information on the coming solar event can be seen on this social media channel https://www.youtube.com/user/Suspicious0bservers/featured
If you would like regular updates and to have advance warning, I would suggest looking at this
channel. There is even a disaster app you can download that will trigger an alert sound notifying you
with at least 3 days notice of an incoming solar flare. It’s pretty neat.
https://spaceweathernews.com/

The Second problem
2. The Division of Humanity
No other time in our history has mankind been so divided & in so many different ways.
The Problem – We know we need to come together locally to overcome the first problem but there
is an increasing division going on within humanity. This may well lead to increasing hatred, fighting &
death & no formation of local communities.
Those who have power will take further control over us & our freedom will be lost. The challenge we
face is how to find a way to overcome our differences so we can collectively work together to
overcome the solar problem ahead of us.
The Cause - Our solar system moves through the galactic current sheet roughly every 12,000 years.
We know that the gradually increasing cosmic energy & its plasma current destabilises us physically,
but it also affects us mentally & spiritually.
When our magnetic field decreases, it loses its protective nature & the evolutionary effect of the
increasing cosmic energy awakens dormant genes within our cells. The latter, at worst, causes
increases in mental ill health & at best, it leads to greater awareness & sensitivity. Increasing
empathy exposes the lies & aims of others & this causes further rifts between us all. Unfortunately,
increasing advances in technology leads to information being shared more quickly & the seeds of
division are growing faster between people who think differently. This leads to false beliefs, missprogramming, mad ideologies, greed, selfishness and poor leadership. Leaders, with their fear
fuelled egos, are increasing their control mechanisms over us & are planning more. The illusion of
duality leads to further confusion, deception division & mistrust. This is to be expected in times of
change. There is no blame here but instead an opportunity exists for those who can successfully
grasp hold of it.
The Reality - If we sit back and do nothing, this division will grow & this opportunity will be grabbed
by the few who hold power and wealth. This will result in further loss of freedom, expression & the
main purpose of life. If we lose the freedom to choose, it will stop us experiencing, learning,
developing & growing. Everything living grows & restricting growth restricts our natural purpose. If
we develop strong local communities we can defend our freedom & gain access to one of mankind’s
greatest opportunities. Past attempts to do this though have failed but this time our knowledge is
greater & we have time to prepare the right way. Key to all this is the understanding that we will not

become free by forming groups of like-minded people, we must instead form groups that include
everyone & this must be done locally. It is not a question of overcoming our differences & trying to
be the same, it is instead learning to recognise the importance of these differences & how we each
can uniquely contribute towards the building of local communities. Everyone has a role and should
be given a role & this comes with the understanding that we all need each other and can rely on
each other. This may not be initially believed or experienced but when a community is challenged, it
is what brings out the best in people. Knowing that we are about to be hit by a solar event should be
enough motivation for people to begin local preparation for that event. With everyone knowing they
will have an active role to play in the community, it will help overcome any physical, mental &
emotional problems, leaving only the spiritual one that is covered later.
Summary - The cyclic nature of our galaxy leads to energetic changes that affect us physically,
mentally & spiritually. This also leads to mental instability, increased negative emotions & a massive
division amongst people. A small group of wealthy powerful people seek to use these times to
impose their will & control over mankind in ways that take away our freedom & our chance to learn
and grow & to develop spiritually together. We must present an alternative to this that shows
people a solution to the coming solar problem & that this is actually also an opportunity to bring
people together in a way that ends this growing division.
Solution - The solution is to start putting in place preparations for this coming solar event. This
should accommodate all local people, from all walks of life, so that everyone has a role & knows how
important all the roles are. There must be a shift away from centralised dependency, which we know
will be unable to offer help at the time of need, to a decentralised interdependency between
autonomous, self-sustaining communities. The first solution to form local communities is now given
added meaning with the implementation of plans and preparations in advance that everyone knows
about. This will additionally help to start ending the division between us all. Greater awareness of
the odds on chance of not having any electrical power for 2-3 months will motivate & focus people’s
minds to begin to build a structure for how a successful local community would look like. This
structure will naturally differ from region to region based on a region’s strengths. Local emergency
plans can be tested in advance of this coming event as a way of ensuring that everyone knows why
these plans are being put in place as well as knowing what role everyone will play when it happens.
Just doing this will help build local communities & they will naturally begin to grow in advance of the
event. If we can develop strong local communities, it will also have the effect of minimising any
chance of centrally dictated restriction being placed upon us.
The only thing now holding back the long term success of these communities is any remaining
potential division between people due to differing faiths and belief systems. How to build spiritually
centred communities is now the third problem.

The Third problem
3. Building spiritually centred communities
We need to bring people together but every time in the past when this has been tried it has failed
The Problem - There is so much division amongst societies all around the World right now that it will
make sustaining local communities very difficult. What is vital is that we keep & value our
differences as this has been found to be important when forming successful local groups. This
problem now extends to people of different faiths & keeping them working well together when

times get challenging. The reason all communities have failed to stay together in the past has been
down to differing belief systems & this has led to many wars. In addition, when people are being
challenged & are under pressure they revert to doing what they used to do & this begins the division
all over again with people moving back into likeminded groups. However, when people discover that
it is our differences that are a vital factor in making groups successful, we can overcome this
problem. The element that has been missed before is the recognition that we are all spiritual beings
living a physical existence & this means we can unite in a spiritual way. This can even be done whilst
still retaining our unique cultural identities & belief systems. If we can do this in ways that also
recognises the importance of individual uniqueness within our spirituality, a wonderful opportunity
presents itself. Knowledge of this & how to do this & where to do this, will assist us greatly in
bringing people together from all faiths in a lasting way.
The Cause - Over the last few thousand years spiritual knowledge has been forgotten & suppressed.
Group prayer & meditation is different from individual prayer & meditation & individual roles &
functions when working within groups has also been lost over the years. Religious division has also
occurred & sacred sites have been forgotten about & their significance has been downplayed by
religious establishments. Many people have also lost interest in religions & spirituality for various
reasons – these include time, money, distractions & easier paths. Centuries of fighting between
people has also fostered a lack of trust between different cultures & belief systems. All these things
have contributed to the failure in the past to sustain strong local communities.
The Reality – A growing number of awakening people now realise they need more spirituality in
their lives. These are the people we must reach out to. Many others are currently wandering,
searching & waiting, knowing they must be part of something but, at the moment, are unsure of
what to do or where to go. These are the people who will help grow the spiritual side to local
communities. Lost or forgotten knowledge in one belief system can often be found within other
belief systems & sharing & discussing these things can fill the gaps. One of these realisations is that
an individual’s unique characteristics allow them to perform a specific function within group
meditation and prayer. When the right combination of different individuals, with their different
functions, work together in a group, in the right place at the right time, enhanced spiritual effects
are noticed. The strength of these effects has now been found to be enhanced due to the increasing
energetic environment brought on by the approaching galactic current sheet (Outlined in the earlier
problems). There is an opportunity that awaits us here if enough people learn to pray & meditate
together more effectively in these ways as this will assist many others to do the same. It is here we
see indications that a Universal prophecy might be being played out & a form of evolution of
consciousness itself. The challenge we face is now working with people who are different from
ourselves in order to grasp this opportunity. If we fail to get along, we won’t deserve this
opportunity.
Summary – To build successful local communities we must recognise that the differences in our
belief systems must be recognised & understood in better ways. Attempts to do this in the past have
always failed as there was no shared spiritual experience where everyone could pray and meditate
together. If we find a way to pray & meditate together in ways that advance our spirituality, we may
be able to take advantage of a fantastic opportunity which is connected to the increasing energetic
environment as our solar system heads deeper into the galactic current sheet.
Solution - Building local communities with an additional spiritual dimension is now needed. To do
this, it must be inclusive of all belief systems. The one thing that unites them all is knowledge of ones
innate spirituality. People from all beliefs should be able to come together in group

meditation/prayer at an independent local sacred site where everyone can connect in their own
individual way with just one thing in common, an expression of love. No words or hymns or songs
are necessary or needed. The aim should be to have 50,000 groups of people (50-100) joining in
meditation all around the World on special sacred sites by December 2024. The timing when this is
done will bring resonance & this will spread the desire for more people to want to gather & do the
same. No leaders are needed for this, just facilitators & two more things. The first is an interactive
website for these facilitators so timings & locations can be arranged & where information can be
shared. The second is a group discussion program for facilitators that aims to fill gaps in spiritual
knowledge & which enables them to help people recognise their individual strengths and
weaknesses. Both these solutions have been initiated but not completed yet. Help is now needed in
many ways to put the proposed solution to these three problems into place.
The radiation link
Up until now, I have not addressed the vuris problem in this newsletter. The main reason is that we
need to change the narrative to the more pressing problem of the reducing magnetic shields and the
solar flare issue.
However, I have found a related connection and this is that it would seem a few others have now
seen a similar connection to the symptoms that are being found all around the World, that have
been attributed to the Vuris, being the same symptoms found with radiation sickness.
The link in the article below tries to blame these symptoms on Earth transmissions like 5G. I highly
suspect that is not the case though and that it is the increasing gamma ray radiation problem instead
– which of course is the huge ‘No No’ topic for all mainstream media to ever discuss.
https://themarshallreport.wordpress.com/2020/04/23/covid-19-and-radiation-sickness-have-samedeadly-symptoms-coincidence/

A timely reminder
It is perhaps time to remind you of a section from my May 2021 newsletter that came from my
friend John Dee

Uncorrected Cosmic Ray Flux
“...is where it is at! I've downloaded 15-minute cosmic ray count values (neutron counts) from the lab
at Oulu for the period 1st Jan 1970 to 31st March 2021 and boiled these down into daily maxima and
minima. That super scary surgical spike I discovered in my posts 'Cosmic Conkers' and 'WTAF?' for
March 2020 is now corrected and has gone along with any notion of orbital weapons platforms
(though I bet they have them).
In doing this I discovered it is the uncorrected cosmic ray flux that matters since this is what is
actually being measured by the sensor up at Oulu (Cosmic ray observatory in Finland) and what is
managing to get to the ground. Oulu apply a massive correction to account for variation in

atmospheric pressure which is fine for physicists but not for anybody wanting to know what's hitting
our bodies!
I now present a slide showing just how different corrected and uncorrected data can be, and we now
see a massive rise in cosmic ray flux during February 2020 - these are neutrons smashing through our
bodies folks, and at a peak rate of 10,000 per minute! I have three words... DETOX, DETOX, DETOX!
I am thus swinging firmly back to my cosmic COVID hypothesis. I suspect all types of influenza are
cosmic in origin, with the alleged viruses being nothing more than mislabelled exosomes that carry
pheromone-like bio-signals to warn others of elevated environmental stress (which is why we are all
2m apart).
More to come when I can find the time...”

The Long View
I've widened the time period so we get to see just how spectacularly intense the Feb 2020 burst of
cosmic radiation has been these last twenty years.

MASSIVE RESULT!!!!
“I've bolted Oulu's daily neutron count data onto the weekly all cause mortality data provided by the
Office for National Statistics for England and Wales for 2010 - 2021 and have hit the jackpot.
Maximum daily neutron count turns out to be a highly statistically significant predictor of
mortality rate (deaths per 100k population) for each and every one of the age bands 45 - 64, 65 74, 75 - 84 and 85+ as well as for overall population and total respiratory deaths.
These are not fiddly little effects but are hitting p<0.001 in each case.
I've done this using two different modelling techniques (ARIMA and Temporal Causal Modelling) so
we are looking at something very robust indeed.
Observed vs. predicted charts are breathtaking, with my best model (85+ age group) explaining 64%
of the variation we see in the mortality figures.”

Some final comments on what seems to have happened - RD.
What seems to have happened is that the Earth received a massive dose of cosmic radiation back in
February 2020 and this led to huge increases in lung inflammation and breathing difficulties and this
led to a large increase in deaths after this.
Since then, there have been smaller more sporadic bursts hitting various regions around the World

in quite a precise and direct way leaving the area around them untouched and leaving people with
no lung inflammation, breathing difficulties and no early deaths.
What appears to be the case is that the carunavuris is causing the sort of problems we would
normally expect from it every year since the year 2000 – just as we also find with the annual
influenza vuris.
The excess problems now seem to be very much down to this increase in gamma ray radiation which
is due to the increasing cosmic energy reaching our atmosphere as our surrounding magnetic fields
are decreasing and lowering our level of protection.

Just in case you have not been following my friend John Dee’s work, I have added some of his recent
posts here for that I feel are particularly pertinent and relevant. If you want to read his work fresh
every day, it can be found on this facebook page. https://www.facebook.com/groups/johndee333

John Dee update
One update you may not be aware of is that John has just finished three large reports for a legal firm
who is representing an NHS trust whistleblower who was fed up with the lies going on all around
them in their hospital in regards to all the reporting and recording procedures.
Being one of the people at the top of the organisation, they were brave enough to walk out of their
job with copies of 850,000 data records that showed all the lies and obfuscation that has been going
on.
John has been number crunching these so that the implications are clearly visible and
understandable to any judges. ( I just hope that the supreme court judges still have some integrity
left and that none of them can be blackmailed.)
John had to sign a confidentiality agreement, but says the results are sensational. If it is ever
allowed to emerge into the public arena, I have no doubt that government heads will roll.
We shall have to watch what happens over the following months.
I have selected only a few of his recent daily reports to update you here as they perhaps give us an
indication of what we might expect going forwards into September October November and
December.

Testing, testing…
Now that I’ve had time to make the necessary adjustments to the numbers of tests reported such
that the number of tests equals or slightly exceeds the number of people tested I can wheel out two
potentially boring slides. The first reveals just how much testing is going on by pillar.

This is important because the more testing we do the more likely it is that we’ll generate positive
test results (whether true or false positives).
This basic fact has its roots in the Laws of Probability such that if we roll a die once we only have a 1
in 6 chance of obtaining a six, so are likely to be disappointed, whereas if we keep rolling the die
we’ll most certainly get a six at some point; this being the same with any diagnostic test, and
particularly so with PCR.
In this first slide we see Her Majesty’s Government roll the die a fair few times in the wider
community during March 2021, then again in April, and you can see them try hard once again in
June.
The tail-off in August is worth keeping an eye on because that tells me they want to alter the
numbers.
I’m going to bet good money on them doing some serious rolling this winter unless they decide to
‘prove’ efficacy of the vaccines. On the clinical side there isn’t much going on but that blue line is
nudging up slightly. Uptake of intake will be one explanation, but if intake isn’t on the uptake then
they’ll be resorting to sticking more sticks up the same patient’s noses. Research doesn’t get much
of a look-in by comparison.
In the second slide we get to see that those pillar 2 (wider community) tests are largely down to use
of lateral flow kits, whereas PCR – the mainstay of the clinical side – is chugging along. The little
humps in January and July will have generated a flurry of positive results (both true and false).

Rory Duff comment – If John is expecting coming changes with many more testings being done as we
go into the Winter, then the authorities will probably start to increase this testing in September as
schools reopen again. With more testing we now know there will be more positive results. With more

positive results, (which are of course meaningless), we will see another unnecessary lockdown.
The government knows exactly what they are doing well in advance here.
This means, with the increasing testing, they will intentionally be steering us towards another
lockdown – probably in October or November and lasting through the Winter season.
I highly suspect this will be coordinated to occur all around the World and we not have to ask just
what they are planning because it is nothing to do with our health. They are very clearly coordinating
a mass economic slowdown.
This will very likely be linked to a deliberate crash in the equity markets, an excuse to raise interest
rates to stop the rising inflation and they will try and blame it all on a vuris so the banksters get away
with the introduction of their newly proposed solution they have had planned for many years.
In the next daily report John is investigating something strange to try and get to the bottom of it. Ct
cycles, you may remember from an earlier newsletter, is an indication of the numbers of times a
sample has been amplified so that some detection is made possible in the SARS Test. It matters little
what is actually being amplified but the authorities would like us to think it is a coronavuris. The
problem is that that with more amplification cycles, there is more chance of a positive result –
whether it is a false positive or a false negative even.
So adjusting the Ct cycle rates upwards, and above the initial recommended 30 cycles, we are going
to get far more false positive results. Lowering the Ct cycle rates down and you will get lower false
positives (and probably a more accurate result too)
In other words the ability to adjust the cycle rate in the testing process gives the government power
over the results that it would like to see made public. Increasing the Ct cycles now gives them another
way that can say ‘Look we have more positive cases – it must be a new deadly variant’ and this will
give them another excuse for a shutdown.

COVID-19 Infection Survey (Ct correlates)
In my previous post entitled COVID-19 Infection Survey (Ct Series) I brought up the issue of lower
mean weekly cycle thresholds indicating higher viral loading. We saw a dip during December 2020
that made sense but we also saw a dip from May 2021 onward that didn’t make sense and I
promised to consider the matter in more detail.
What I’ve done is taken the ONS weekly infection survey data for England and bolt on weekly counts
of new cases, positive admissions, inpatients testing positive, proportion of COVID designated
general beds, proportion of COVID designated mechanical ventilation (MV) beds, certified COVID
deaths and 28-day COVID positive deaths as outcome indicators. If the infection survey is generating
sensible results that are considered indicative of the general population then we should see strongly
negative correlations between mean cycle threshold and outcomes such as these.

Attached is a tabulation of Pearson bivariate correlations between mean weekly cycle threshold and
seven clinical indicators. Only one statistically significant correlation arises and that is between the
weekly count for new COVID cases and mean cycle threshold (r = -0.432, p=0.005, n=40). This is the
sort of result I was expecting and suggests that the infection survey is doing a decent job of assessing
national infection status.
The elephant in the room, however, is that infection status (as detected by PCR) isn’t translating
into hospitalisation, severity of symptom or death.
I must conclude that we’re good at detecting something that isn’t having an impact.
There are those that will grumble about delays making this meaningless and so I extended the
analysis using ARIMA time series techniques to ensure I haven’t fallen foul of this trap.
ARIMA revealed mean weekly cycle threshold to be a statistically significant predictor of weekly new
case counts (stationary R-square = 0.344, p=0.002), whereas it failed to reach significance at the 95%
level of confidence (p>0.05) in the prediction of the remaining six outcome variables.

Rory Duff comment – so it would seem that all the tomfoolery and trickery going on in the testing
arena, bears no resemblance to people having to go to hospital and it has no correlation to the

number of people suffering badly or even dying.
John has shown too, with his ARIMA time series analysis, that this is still the case even when we
consider a possible time lag between testing, going into hospital and then dying.

Rolling The Die
In my post entitled Testing, testing… I offered the analogy of rolling a six on a die and this struck a
chord with a few members, so I'm going to stick with this to explain a hidden bias in case counts.
If the PCR test was 100% reliable then all we’d need to do is test each person once and we’d know
for certain whether they were carrying the virus or not at that moment in time. This would not tell
us whether they are very sick, mildly symptomatic or whether they are capable of infecting others –
we’d have to infer this from their viral loading.
All viral loading boils down to is having their swab sample pop up as positive after a handful of test
cycles (low amplification) as opposed to having their swab sample pop up as positive after 40+ cycles
(high amplification) – if you are swimming in virus then you don’t need much amplification to get a
result.
This is the theory, at least, and I’m ignoring all manner of murky issue as to what test primers can
and cannot differentiate. We’re also making an assumption that activated primers must mean SARSCOV-2 is lurking and that SARS-COV-2 is responsible for the condition we’re calling COVID-19. Sure
there’s research claiming proof but I’ve yet to see anything convincing from an organisation without
vested interests. If you take a slice of lung from a deceased patient and it is brimming with SARSCOV-2 is that sufficient evidence of cause of death?
Several healthcare professionals have confided that their unit keeps testing patients until they get a
positive test, which is back to rolling our die to get that six. Nobody questions whether the positive
result is a true or false positive result and so the patient gets shoved onto a COVID ward and treated
accordingly.
Stats-wise the data authorities ignore the many negative tests and only count the positive test, the
official wording being “…with a positive test being prioritised over a negative test.” In our die rolling
analogy this means they’re rolling it as many times as they want but only shouting “another case!”
when they get that six. Anybody listening will believe cases are piling up with every (ahem) ‘roll’.
Now the interesting thing here is that this is only possible if the PCR test isn’t doing its job as
claimed. If the test was 100% reliable then we’d have healthcare professionals running test after test
on patients in their care and not ever getting a single positive result (if they were clear of the virus).
In techno-babble this would imply a high level of test specificity.
Although the authorities claim test specificity is seriously high this is not the impression I get talking
to folk at the coal face – they roll the die half a dozen times and bingo!

Admittedly, these could be patients carrying the virus whose first few test results were false
negatives but the interesting thing here is that the healthcare workers also state that “these patients
are never ill with COVID”.
Whatever the situation, the plain fact is that we get more sixes by rolling that die and thus we get
more ‘cases’ by rolling that test.
We can either roll lots of dice all at once (testing huge numbers of folk every day) or we can roll the
same die many times (testing the same person many times).
This isn’t a problem providing you come clean about the numbers or make adjustments to case
counts but the authorities do neither. What I’ve done, therefore, is to conjure a slide using official
data that reveals the same-die-many-times trick.
We can see that pillar 1 testing (tests for those with a clinical need) got a bit jittery back in Dec/Jan
and this alone would have bumped up hospital cases regardless of what the virus was or wasn’t
doing. Things have now settled down for the summer, so with the die rolling less we’ll get less cases
(all things being equal).
Pillar 2 testing (wider community, especially the education sector) went wacko in early January and
this will have generated a sizeable peak. A shift from ~1.10 tests per person to ~1.40 tests per
person doesn’t seem much until you multiply the factor increase (x1.27) by the number of people
this applies to each and every day. That factor increase also means a new case report rate that was
bumbling along at 100 per day would leap to 127 per day simply because we are rolling the die more
times and getting more sixes.

Case Detection Rate Update
A quick update on the current situation across NHS England, with data adjusted for missing tests.
The case detection rate is a peculiar beast because it is not based on random sampling of the
population.
Instead, they target areas and people and get up to all sorts of tricks that introduce bias, so we don't
really know what this curve is showing other than the desire of the authorities.

Rory Duff comment – I think by now you can see the diabolical practice that is going on with the
report and recording procedures both within the testing arena and in the hospitals.
What seems to be happening is a lull these last couple of months. There has been less testing, less
rolls of the dice. The Ct cycle rates have probably been brought down to around 30 although we will
never be allowed to know just what they are doing and when, when it comes to sample amplification.
All this has allow the general public some breathing space – a sense of freedom with things
seemingly going back to normal - well in the UK at least. There are some complete ‘nutters’ running
countries. In Europe and in Oceania and in some states in the Americas there are leaders who have
moved into ‘Psycho’ territory with their mandates and dictates.
So having given us some freedom over the summer, it is likely we will see a ramping up of the testing
going into the winter in time for the winter flu season & the normal coronavuris season. The testing
process alone will bring increases in positive cases – which by now will have the general public
reacting by becoming frozen in the ‘headlights of fear’ from all the past media fear mungering.
The unfortunate but natural seasonal increase in deaths will begin and the authorities will begin to
shut down our economies again for their own nefarious reasons of wanting more and more power

and control over us.
This time who knows what they will also try and do.
Our job right now though is to take notice of what is going on. We must see the reality for what it is.
We must switch fast from any negativity into a state of positive emotion. We must take care to
prepare ourselves, and those around us, in all ways physical, emotional and spiritual.

Well that’s it for the September 2021 newsletter. Thank you greatly for taking the time to read this
and please do share it with anyone you think might enjoy reading it or who would like to know some
of the information it contains.
With love and gratitude
Rory
For more information on this and related topics read my newsletters on my website
www.roryduff.com

